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55,875
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consultations
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virtual research questions answered
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Victor

Success Story
In partnership with the OSU Graduate College, Victor Baeza lead efforts to launch the OSU Graduate Student Digital Badge Program. The program, which is administered through the OSU Libraries, offers a new approach to documenting and advertising learning that takes place outside of the standard classroom through our programming partners from Career Services, the Writing Center and Institutional Diversity.

"Quote from Victor here," Victor said.
Learn more about the OSU Graduate Student Digital Badge Program

Outreach & Communication

1,200 House Party attendees
19 specialized projects
7 appointed dept. committees
17 research/instructional partnerships
354 individual visits
326 departmental visits
33 departmental events attended
Success Story

The Library Student Ambassador program is lead by RLS’s Undergraduate Resources Team. The program serves as both an honor & a leadership opportunity for the students who participate. These paid positions are comprised half of some of our best and most enthusiastic student employees, and half of students who haven’t worked for the Library previously, but are power Library users and big fans.

“Our ambassadors are able to transform library spaces and service through their input and interaction with peers while learning valuable information and technology skills that will improve their ability to succeed as students and graduates of Oklahoma State University,” Matt Upson, Director of Undergraduate Services, said.

Learn more about the [Library Student Ambassadors](#)
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